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Two volcanic plumes from the Kïlauea magmatic system with Mauna Loa in the background on the Island of Hawai`i. 
Foreground: P`u`u `Ö`ö vent with the June 27, 2014, lava tube steaming to the right. Middle ground: Volcanic plume from 
the pit crater within Halema`uma`u at the summit of Kïlauea. The distance between P`u`u `Ö`ö and Halema`uma`u is 11.5 
miles (18.5 kilometers). Background: Mauna Loa is seen on the horizon with the Northeast Rift Zone on the right horizon 
and the Southwest Rift Zone on the left horizon. The distance between P`u`u `Ö`ö and the summit of Mauna Loa is 32 
miles (51.5 kilometers). There is more than 10,000 feet (3,048 meters) of vertical relief between P`u`u `Ö`ö and Mauna 
Loa. (U.S. Geological Survey photograph by Tim Orr.)
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Executive Summary

The seismic network operated by the U.S. Geological 
Survey’s Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (HVO) is the main 
source of authoritative data for reporting earthquakes in the 
State of Hawaii, including those that occur on the State’s six 
active volcanoes (Kīlauea, Mauna Loa, Hualālai, Mauna Kea, 
Haleakalā, Lō‘ihi). Of these volcanoes, Kīlauea and Mauna 
Loa are considered “very high threat” in a report on the ratio-
nale for a National Volcanic Early Warning System (NVEWS) 
(Ewert and others, 2005). This seismic instrumentation plan 
assesses the current state of HVO’s seismic network with 
respect to the State’s active volcanoes and calculates the num-
ber of stations that are needed to upgrade the current network 
to provide a seismic early warning capability for forecasting 
volcanic activity. Further, the report provides proposed priori-
ties for upgrading the seismic network and a cost assessment 
for both the installation costs and maintenance costs of the 
improved network that are required to fully realize the poten-
tial of the early warning system.

HVO has operated seismometers on the Island of Hawai‘i 
since 1912. Currently, the seismic network includes more 
than 70 stations from four different organizations. Generally, 
the Island of Hawai‘i has most of the seismic stations in the 
network (and most of the activity), with the density of seismic 
stations increasing from the northern part of the island to the 
south-southeast. The strength of the current network, based on 
theoretical detection and location capabilities, is at the sum-
mit of Kīlauea Volcano and Kīlauea’s upper East Rift Zone 
and Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō—where few, if any, upgrades need to be made 
to the seismic network. The network in the region between 
Kīlauea and Mauna Loa is slightly weaker, as is the summit 
of Mauna Loa. In general, the rift zones of each volcano are 
more poorly monitored seismically than the summits and thus 
require a greater number of stations to achieve a volcanic early 
warning capability for monitoring seismicity.

Priorities for new seismic installations on the volcanoes 
depend on several factors, including current activity, histori-
cal activity, population exposure, and current network quality. 
On Kīlauea, new installations on the middle East Rift Zone, 
lower East Rift Zone, and lower Southwest Rift Zone appear 
to be the highest priorities. On Mauna Loa, improvements 
to the summit seismic network should be prioritized based 
on the analysis of the data, followed by the installation of a 
sparse network on both rift zones. Once installed, the next 
priority would be to create denser seismic networks on the 
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rift zones, particularly where eruptions could quickly threaten 
populated areas (middle Northeast Rift Zone, lower South-
west Rift Zone). On Hualālai, analysis of the data indicates 
that the Northwest Rift Zone is the most important priority, 
particularly where it runs through the population center of 
Kalaoa. Hualālai’s South Rift Zone appears to be the low-
est priority for additional seismic instrumentation of any rift 
zone on Kīlauea, Mauna Loa, or Hualālai because of its low 
historical activity and lack of population exposure. Mauna 
Kea and Haleakalā have less active historical eruptive activ-
ity and thus have more modest proposed upgrades to seismic 
instrumentation.

The installation of new seismic stations is only the first 
part of building a volcanic early warning capability for seis-
micity in the State of Hawaii. Additional personnel will likely 
be required to study the volcanic processes at work under 
each volcano, analyze the current seismic activity at a level 
sufficient for early warning, build new tools for monitoring, 
maintain seismic computing resources, and maintain the new 
seismic stations.

Introduction

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Hawaiian Volcano 
Observatory (HVO) has been the main organization respon-
sible for monitoring volcanoes on the Island of Hawai‘i since 
its inception in 1912 (contributions of partner networks are 
shown in table 1). The State of Hawaii has as many as six vol-
canoes that can be considered “active” across all the Hawaiian 
Islands (fig. 1). In a report by Ewert and others (2005; here-
after called the NVEWS report) that described the rationale 
for a National Volcano Early Warning System (NVEWS), 
the “threat level” was assessed for all U.S. volcanoes based 
on historical activity, volcanic ash production, population 
exposure, and aircraft exposure, along with many other fac-
tors. Amongst Hawaiian volcanoes, Kīlauea and Mauna Loa 
were assigned to the highest of five threat levels, Hualālai 
was in the second highest threat level, and Haleakalā and 
Mauna Kea were placed in the third highest threat level. Lō‘ihi 
(southeast of the Island of Hawai‘i) was unranked because of 
its remote and underwater nature (table 2). Since the threat 
levels have been assigned, significant new research has shown 
that Kīlauea has an explosive history, which was not fully 
appreciated in the NVEWS report (for example, Fiske and 
others, 2009). With the population exposure of both visitors to 
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Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park and residents in the nearby 
town of Volcano, this explosive history makes Kīlauea one 
of the most dangerous volcanoes in the United States. The 
relatively large number of active and dangerous volcanoes in 
the State of Hawaii within a relatively small geographic area 
necessitates a strategy for monitoring these volcanoes to pro-
tect the life and property of visitors and residents.

One of the oldest and most diagnostic monitoring tech-
niques for assessing volcanic activity is seismology. HVO 
has operated seismometers of various types since 1912 and 
has been producing a modern seismic catalog since October 
1, 1959 (Klein and Wright, 2000). Some of the first prototype 
electromagnetic seismometers were built and tested at HVO 
in the late 1950s; these had dramatically improved sensitiv-
ity compared to other seismometers at the time (Okubo and 
others, 2013). The first telemetered seismograph was also 
pioneered at HVO. It was placed 3 kilometers (km) away 
from HVO and hardwired back to the observatory (Okubo 
and others, 2013). HVO followed the computer revolution, 
switching to new computer processing systems for seismic 
data in 1970 (punch cards), 1979 (Eclipse/HYPOINVERSE), 
1985 (Caltech/USGS Seismic Processing, CUSP), and 2009 
(Advanced National Seismic System Quake Monitoring Sys-
tem, AQMS) (Okubo and others, 2013). The seismic network 
was entirely converted to digital recording and telemetry 
between 2011 and 2013. The conversion to digital recording 

Table 1. Contributions of partner networks to the overall 
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory seismic network.

Organization Number of 
instruments

Types of instruments

National Strong Mo-
tion Program

31 Triggered strong motion

Pacific Tsunami Warn-
ing Center

17 Broadband, strong motion

Puna Geothermal 7 Borehole shortperiod
Global Seismograph 

Network
2 Broadband, strong motion

Table 2. Summary of National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS) threat levels for Hawaiian volcanoes (Ewert and others, 
2005) with year of last known eruption in parentheses.

[NA, not applicable]

NVEWS threat level Volcano Optimal quality

Very high threat Kīlauea (2014+)
Mauna Loa (1984)

4

High threat Hualālai (1801) 4
Moderate threat Mauna Kea (2460 B.C.)

Haleakalā (~1480)
3

Not ranked Lō‘ihi (1996) NA
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Figure 1. Map showing active 
volcanoes of the Island of Hawai‘i as 
defined by the National Volcanic Early 
Warning System (NVEWS) report 
(Ewert and others, 2005). Years of last 
eruption are included in parentheses 
below the volcano name. Red labels 
denote very high threat volcanoes, 
orange labels denote high threat 
volcanoes, and yellow labels denote 
moderate threat volcanoes. Lö‘ihi 
submarine volcano was not considered 
as part of the NVEWS report due to 
its remote, offshore location and lower 
volcanic risk.
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improved signal fidelity and dynamic range over previous 
analog systems. Along with the digital conversion, several 
new broadband and strong-motion sensors replaced existing 
short-period instruments, allowing the seismic network to bet-
ter record a range of amplitudes and frequencies of both large 
tectonic earthquakes and small volcanic earthquakes.

Although the NVEWS report ranked volcanoes accord-
ing to threat, and assigned high-priority targets for monitor-
ing, it did not specify exactly what those monitoring networks 
should include. Moran and others (2008; henceforth called 
the Moran report) provided instrumentation recommendations 
for seismic, geodetic, gas, hydrologic, and remote sensing 
networks at different NVEWS threat levels. In this report, the 
quality of the seismic networks were divided into four levels, 
with 1 being the lowest quality network, and 4 being the high-
est quality network (table 3). In general, quality increases with 
the number of total stations, the number of broadband stations, 
and the number of strong-motion stations. Here we define 
a short-period station as a site having a seismometer with a 
corner frequency greater than 1 hertz (Hz). Similarly, a strong-
motion site is a seismic station that has an accelerometer that 

can record large ground motions on-scale. A broadband station 
is a site that has a seismometer installed with signal sensitivity 
greater than 40 seconds (s). As a seismic network improves 
in quality, more capabilities are available for monitoring 
(table 3). This includes a better capability of detecting smaller 
seismicity, the ability to distinguish and characterize source 
processes of different event types, volcanic moment tensor 
calculation, seismic tremor detection and location, and three 
dimensional (3-D) velocity mapping.

The capabilities associated with each level of network 
dictate the theoretical capabilities, not the capabilities that 
currently exist. Along with network upgrades must come 
upgrades in staff to implement the techniques that are pos-
sible. If network growth occurs without additions in analysis 
staff, science staff, technical staff, and information technology 
staff, then the techniques that are possible will remain in the 
research realm, and the goal of NVEWS—an improved early 
warning system for forecasting volcanic eruptions—will not 
be achieved. Much work needs to be done to have all of the 
theoretical capabilities available in real-time.

Table 3. Summary of instrumentation report for seismic networks (Moran and others, 2008).

[M, magnitude; km, kilometers, LP, long period; VLP, very long period, 3 D, three dimensional]

Quality level Capabilities Requirement

Level 1 Detect M>1.5 earthquakes,
Crudely locate M>3 earthquakes

2 seismic stations within 50 km,
5 seismic stations within 200 km

Level 2 Detect M>1 earthquakes,
Crudely located M>2 earthquakes,
Determine event type,
Detect energetic seismic tremor,
Detect LP earthquakes,
Detect M>1 event families

2 seismic stations within 10 km,
5 seismic stations within 50 km

Level 3 Detect M>0.5 earthquakes,
Accurately locate M>1 earthquakes,
Determine event type,
Detect seismic tremor,
On-scale recording on 1 station,
Detect VLP earthquakes,
Calculate fault-plane solutions,
Determine b-values,
Detect LP earthquakes,
Detect M>0.5 event families,
Detect traveltime changes

2–3 seismic stations within 5 km, including 1 broad-
band station; 6–8 seismic stations within 20 km

Level 4 Detect and locate M>0 earthquakes,
Determine event type,
Crudely locate seismic tremor,
On-scale recording on 1 station,
Locate VLP earthquakes,
Calculate fault plane solutions,
Calculate moment tensors,
Calculate b-values,
Changes in S-wave splitting,
Construct 3-D velocity model,
Track relative movements of source,
Explosion detection (infrasound)

2–3 seismic stations within 5 km, including 2 
broadband stations and 1 strong-motion station; 
12–20 seismic stations within 20 km including 6 
broadband stations
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The goal of this report is to present an instrumentation 
plan for HVO in a framework of capabilities. More specifi-
cally, recommendations of numbers of stations required for 
a specific region are based on quantitative estimates of how 
many stations are required to locate, say, a magnitude (M) 1 
earthquake on Kīlauea’s lower East Rift Zone or how many 
additional stations are required to generate well-constrained 
focal mechanisms for M2 earthquakes on the Southwest Rift 
Zone of Mauna Loa. These capabilities come from the quality 
of the network, which is discussed in the Moran report and 
are summarized in table 3. In general, these recommendations 
are most applicable to stratovolcanoes, which for the most 
part can be thought of as point sources to monitor. Hawai-
ian volcanoes must be treated fundamentally differently. 
Although eruptions do occur from their summits, eruptions 
also originate along rift zones that emanate from the summit 
area. Monitoring these long rift zones in similar ways to the 
summit of the volcano means that the number of stations to 
provide a certain capability on a Hawaiian-style volcano will 
be significantly larger than the number of stations required 
for a stratovolcano. On the other hand, the proximity of active 
volcanoes on the Island of Hawai‘i may allow a single station 
to provide monitoring for two volcanoes in certain areas. 
In addition to determining how many seismometers will be 
required to meet certain performance criteria, this report will 
also present magnitude-of-detection and earthquake-location 
quality metrics to identify the weaknesses and strengths of the 
current network.

Although HVO has a requirement as a Tier 1 Advanced 
National Seismic System (ANSS) network to provide earth-
quake information for the State of Hawaii, most of this report 
will focus on planning for enhanced capabilities for the five 
subaerial active volcanoes. Even a modest improvement of 
seismic networks around the active volcanoes on Hawai‘i and 
Maui will also improve HVO’s ability to detect and study 
tectonic earthquakes not directly associated with volcanic 
processes in these areas. For areas that are at moderate to high 
seismic risk, as all of the Islands of Hawai‘i except Kaua‘i 
are, the ANSS requires a magnitude of completeness (Mc; 
the magnitude value above which a seismic catalog follows 
a Gutenburg-Richter relationship; for example, Weimer and 
Wyss, 2000) of 2.5. Although it is possible given the current 
network to locate events of this size, obtaining quality loca-
tions is difficult because network geometry is limited by island 
geography.

This report discusses the current status of the seismic 
network at HVO. First the status is discussed in terms of the 
network quality level (NQL), which is a broad measure of 
network quality and one used in reports describing NVEWS 
(Ewert and others, 2005; Moran and others, 2008). Also 
discussed are the current strengths and weaknesses of the 
network in more spatial detail by considering the theoretical 
detection and location thresholds of the network. With an eye 
to the future, a calculation is made of monitoring gap between 
the current network and the different NQLs. Using the theo-
retical detection and location thresholds as a guide, priorities 

are proposed for each region and volcano to bridge the gap 
between the current status and the target NQL.

Current Status of Seismic 
Monitoring

HVO currently operates a seismic network of 72 seismic 
stations (as of July 2014) on the Island of Hawai‘i (figs. 2 
through 6). HVO partners with the Pacific Tsunami Warning 
Center (PTWC, network code PT), the Global Seismographic 
Network (GSN, network code IU), Puna Geothermal Ven-
tures (PGV), and the USGS National Strong Motion Network 
(NSMP, network code NP) in the operation of a regional 
Hawaiian seismic network consisting of 86 continuous stations 
and 45 triggered stations, with all groups sharing data in near 
real time (table 1). The types of stations and their locations are 
dictated by the diverse missions of each contributing organi-
zation. The PTWC is interested in rapid tsunami detection, 
especially as it pertains to Hawaii, and thus their network 
consists of broadband and strong-motion sensors recording 
continuously across all of the Hawaiian Islands. The GSN is 
interested in the detection of global seismicity, and thus they 
have two very sensitive and extremely well-built stations. The 
NSMP network is designed to record shaking associated with 
large earthquakes and consists of only strong-motion stations. 
The stations in the NSMP network are distributed in populated 
places and only report their data when triggered by strong 
shaking. The PGV network was built to monitor geothermal 
power production in the lower East Rift Zone of Kīlauea and 
thus has a limited spatial extent of exclusively short-period 
borehole sites. The stations maintained by HVO are confined 
to the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui, dominantly in areas that 
have volcanic activity. The HVO network consists of broad-
band, short-period, and strong-motion stations. By importing 
data from our partners’ stations, HVO is able to monitor seis-
micity on all of the Hawaiian Islands from Kaua‘i to Hawai‘i. 

Infrasound monitoring is an emerging field in volcanol-
ogy and has been shown to have a range of uses in explosion 
detection (for example, De Angelis and others, 2012), lava 
lake monitoring (Fee and others, 2010), and fissure eruption 
tracking (for example, Badger and others, 2013). The Moran 
report suggested the inclusion of infrasound in the design of 
a quality level 4 network. Specifically the report proposed 
two collocated infrasound-seismic sites within 5 km of the 
volcano with two infrasound sensors at each site. In 2013, 
HVO installed three infrasound arrays, each collocated with a 
seismic site and each with four infrasound sensors in an array 
configuration (fig. 7). Since 2013, one infrasound array has 
been removed because of approaching lava. The array con-
figuration allows the detection of weak infrasonic signals from 
more than 20 km away (Thelen, W.A, and Cooper, J., unpub-
lished data). HVO also imports continuous data from two 
additional arrays from the Infrasound Lab at the University of 
Hawai‘i (ISLA; fig. 7). The combined capabilities of the five 
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Figure 2. Map of the Island of 
Hawai‘i showing seismic stations. 
Red stations are maintained by the 
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, 
white stations by the Pacific Tsunami 
Warning Center, blue stations by 
the Global Seismographic Network, 
and yellow stations by Puna 
Geothermal. Blue stations are also 
U.S. Geological Survey “netquakes” 
stations, which influence determining 
the location of an earthquake but 
not the detection of that earthquake. 
Also see discussion in text.

Figure 3. Seismic station 
map of Kïlauea Caldera, 
on the Island of Hawai‘i. 
Symbols are the same as 
on figure 2.
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Figure 4. Seismic 
station map of 
Kïlauea’s lower East 
Rift Zone on the 
Island of Hawai‘i. 
Symbols are the 
same as on figure 2.

Figure 5. Seismic station map of the Islands of Moloka‘i, Maui, Läna‘i and Kaho‘olawe. Symbols are the same as 
on figure 2.
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Figure 6. Seismic station map of the Islands of O‘ahu, Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau. Symbols are the same as on figure 2.

infrasound arrays on the Island of Hawai‘i give us more than 
the capabilities afforded by the layout suggested in the Moran 
report and thus we do not consider any additional infrasound 
sites in this report.

The current state of seismic monitoring can be cast into 
the NVEWS NQLs as defined in the Moran report (table 3). 
In general, a quality level 1 network can locate magnitude 3 
earthquakes and greater and detect earthquakes down to about 
magnitude 1.5. Such a network only needs 2 seismic stations 
within 50 km of the volcanic target and 5 stations within 200 
km. A quality level 2 network can locate earthquakes above 
magnitude 2, detect earthquakes above magnitude 1, deter-
mine event type, and detect energetic tremor. A quality level 2 
network has two seismic stations within 10 km of the volcanic 
target and five seismic stations within 50 km of the seismic 
target. A quality level 3 network has a location and detection 
threshold of approximately 1 and 0.5, respectively. A qual-
ity level 3 network, in addition to the capabilities of a quality 
level 2 network, can determine velocity medium changes, 
calculate focal mechanisms, and detect very long period earth-
quakes (VLPs) and tremor. To achieve these capabilities, a 
quality level 3 network must have two to three seismic stations 
within 5 km of the volcanic target, including a single broad-
band. A quality level 3 network also must have six to eight 
stations within 20 km of the volcanic target. A quality level 4 
network, in addition to the capabilities of the quality level 3 
network, can crudely locate seismic tremor and VLPs, record 
all signals on scale with at least one station, detect relative 
location changes, and calculate moment tensors, 3-D velocity 
models, and shear-wave splitting. A quality level 4 network, 
the highest defined quality, is defined as having two to three 

seismic stations within 5 km of the volcanic target, including 
two broadband stations and one strong-motion station. A qual-
ity level 4 network also has 12 to 20 seismic stations within 20 
km of the volcanic target, including 6 broadband stations.

Assessing the network in terms of a quality level gives 
a quick sense of the strengths and weaknesses of the net-
work, although the reason for relative network strength is 
not necessarily obvious (for example, too few broadband or 
strong-motion sensors). To define a network quality, I made 
a grid across the Island of Hawai‘i, with grid spacing of 0.01 
degree in latitude/longitude. At each grid point, I assess the 
number of continuous short-period instruments, strong-motion 
instruments, and continuous broadband instruments within 5 
km and within 20 km of the grid node. Triggered stations were 
not considered in the Moran report and will not be considered 
in this analysis. Those values are then compared against the 
requirements in table 3, and each grid node is assigned a qual-
ity level (1–4). Those grid nodes are then contoured to produce 
a summary map (fig. 8).

Within the HVO network, quality level 4 networks exist 
at the summit of Kīlauea and around Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō. (fig. 8). The 
summit of Mauna Loa is quality level 3, as is Kīlauea’s East 
Rift Zone between the summit and Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō and Kīlauea’s 
upper Southwest Rift Zone. Quality level 2 networks exist on 
Kīlauea’s lower East Rift Zone, middle and lower Southwest 
Rift Zone, and the upper reaches of Mauna Loa. Minor areas 
of quality level 2 exist on Hualālai and Mauna Kea. The rest of 
the regions on Kīlauea, Mauna Loa, Hualālai, Mauna Kea, and 
Haleakalā are quality level 1. Based on the NVEWS report 
and the Moran report, the network quality level (1–4) should 
be tied to the volcanic threat level (very low threat, low threat, 
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moderate threat, high threat, very high threat). For example, 
all very high threat volcanoes (Kīlauea and Mauna Loa) and 
high threat volcanoes (Hualālai) are best instrumented with 
NVEWS quality level 4 networks (table 2). Similarly, moder-
ate threat volcanoes (Mauna Kea and Haleakalā) should only 
be instrumented with quality level 3 networks. The follow-
ing sections explore exactly how many stations are needed 
to bring these volcanoes up to a recommended level and then 
prioritize the locations of future station installations.

Network Analysis with Detection 
and Location Thresholds

Location is one of the most basic parameters of an earth-
quake. When an earthquake is small or occurs in a sparse part 
of a seismic network, obtaining a location may not be possible 
because the earthquake was not recorded by enough stations; 
however, detection may still be possible. Detections can be 
extremely important as the first indicator of changes in volca-
nic activity. In the previous section, I assigned quality levels 
to different parts of the network, which rely on the number of 
different types of instruments within a certain radius. Although 
the number of stations (and thus the number of observations) 
does improve the results of any subsequent analysis, identify-
ing the detection and location thresholds of the network is also 
as important. The detection threshold of a network measures 
the sensitivity of the network without considering of the type 

of instrument or geometry of the seismic network. The loca-
tion threshold also measures the network sensitivity without 
consideration to the type of instrument but also considers 
the azimuthal coverage of the network around an earthquake 
source.

Most automated earthquake-detection algorithms (for 
example, CarlStaTrig-CarlSubTrig) require that an earthquake 
be detected on 2 to 4 stations so as to minimize the number of 
false triggers. At HVO, subsets of stations based on geography 
are typically configured to require triggers on at least two sta-
tions. Many of these small events are not included in a curated 
seismic catalog, because there are not quality arrivals recorded 
on enough stations to determine a location or there simply are 
not enough resources to analyze every single event. However, 
small-magnitude earthquakes may be the first sign of unrest in 
a volcanic crisis, and therefore detections are useful to track 
by a metric such as event counts.

An earthquake location can be calculated using as few as 
4 phase arrivals to constrain the 4 unknowns of 3-D position 
and origin time. However, locations with few phase arriv-
als often have large errors in epicenter and depth. Additional 
phase arrivals will generally decrease errors in location and 
magnitude, although it is also important to have arrivals from 
stations that adequately surround the epicenter. The “azimuthal 
gap,” the maximum difference in azimuth from the epicenter 
among stations that have phase arrivals for the event, is the 
metric used to quantify how well an epicenter is surrounded 
by stations. If stations are only on one side of an event, then 
the epicentral solution can be biased in the direction of the 
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Figure 7. Map of 
infrasound arrays 
on the on the Island 
of Hawai‘i. Green 
triangles are those 
maintained by the 
Hawaiian Volcano 
Observatory (HVO). 
Blue triangles are 
infrasound arrays 
maintained by the 
infrasound lab at 
the University of 
Hawai‘i; data from 
these arrays are 
available to HVO in 
near real time.
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stations. Following Moran (2004), I adopt the standard that a 
quality (well-constrained) earthquake location is one that has 
8 phase arrivals with no more than a 135-degree gap between 
seismic stations recording the event.

The metric most often used to assess the quality of a net-
work is the magnitude of completeness. This metric is depen-
dent on two things—(1) a sufficient number of earthquakes to 
calculate a magnitude versus cumulative occurrence of earth-
quakes plot and (2) a Gutenburg-Richter relationship in those 
earthquakes (that is, 10 times as many M1 earthquakes as M2 
earthquakes, 10 times as many M2 earthquakes as M3 earth-
quakes, and so on). In areas of low seismicity, requirement 1 
is not often met and thus a different method must be used that 
can be consistently applied in a broad geographic area, even 
where there is little or no historical seismicity. In addition, 
volcanoes often violate requirement 2, as has been shown in 
certain areas of Kīlauea (Wyss and others, 2001).

Instead of the magnitude of completeness, I use the meth-
odology of Moran (2004) to calculate a theoretical magnitude 
of detection threshold (TMD) and a theoretical magnitude of 
quality location threshold (TML). A quality location is defined 
as eight station observations with an azimuthal gap less than 
135 degrees. This approach has the benefit of not assuming a 
certain earthquake behavior or needing a certain level of seis-
micity in an area. Instead, the entire network can be assessed 
once the Richter (local) magnitude relation for the network is 
found.

Methodology to Calibrate Local 
Magnitude and Calculate Detection and 
Location Thresholds

The Richter magnitude (also known as the local magni-
tude, ML) was initially formulated as the following:

ML=logA−logA0 (∆),
where A is the maximum displacement in millimeters (mm) 
at the station of interest for the earthquake of interest, and  
is a calibration term for a standard earthquake where  is the 
epicentral distance between the earthquake and station in 
kilometers (Richter, 1958). The second term  can also be 
thought of as a distance correction. It follows the form:

                       ,

where A0 is the initial amplitude at distance 1,  is the 
geometrical spreading, f is the frequency, v is the S-wave 
velocity, and Q is the quality factor. By taking the logarithm, 
combining variables and assuming a constant f,  becomes:

logA0 (∆)=a log(∆)+b∆+c,
where a encompasses the effect of geometrical spreading, b 
is associated with attenuation and c calibrates the ML with 
respect to a standard earthquake. The value of b ranges from 

9e-4 in Tanzania (Langston and others, 1998) to 3e-3 in central 
California (Bakun and Joyner, 1984). For simplicity, I ignore 
b because it has an insignificant effect on the final magnitude 
with respect to other errors in the analysis, especially at short 
(less than 100 km) distances. The equation becomes:

logA0 (∆) =a log(∆)+c.
Plugging this equation into the local magnitude changes the 
equation to:

ML=logA−a log(∆)−c,
which is the same form used in Moran (2004). Rearranging 
this equation to solve for the slope and intercept results in:

logA=−a log(∆)+(ML−c).
To calculate the a and c value that is specific to the State 

of Hawaii, I built a high-quality dataset of amplitude values 
subject to the following constraints:

1. Only earthquakes above M2.0,

2. Only reviewed earthquakes with more than 20 arrivals 
with signal to noise ratios above 10,

3. Only earthquakes shallower than 15 km (encompasses 
most volcanic earthquakes),

4. Only amplitude values with signal to noise ratios larger 
than 50, and

5. Only earthquakes between January 1, 2012, and July 
1, 2013, where the responses of the entire network 
are well known and the network has been mostly 
converted to digital.

The resulting dataset consists of 14,079 amplitudes span-
ning distance ranges between 0 and 562 km. Most arrivals are 
within the 1 to 100 km range, which reflects the concentration 
of both earthquakes and high network density on the Island 
of Hawai‘i and further validates the decision to ignore b. The 
observations beyond 100 km are from stations on neighboring 
islands, which only have qualifying observations for the larg-
est of earthquakes.

To calibrate the local magnitude scale for the State of 
Hawaii, I calculate the slope, a, of the hypocentral radius ver-
sus amplitude in log-log space for each earthquake. I take the 
median of those slopes to get a final a. The value of c can then 
be calculated by considering a calibrating earthquake. I use the 
standard used by Richter (1958), which is that a M3.0 earth-
quake has an amplitude of 480 nanometers (nm) at a distance 
of 100 km.

Now that the local magnitude scale is calibrated for the 
State of Hawaii, it needs to be transformed into what I will call 
a threshold magnitude (MT). Based on the calculation of a and 
c above, MT is defined as:

MT=logA−1.54 log(∆)−2.75.
In this application we are seeking to theoretically calcu-

late the minimum magnitude of detection and quality location 

A(∆)=A0∆ e 
–β –�f∆

vQ
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and thus the first term in the threshold magnitude can be 
thought of as the smallest amplitude that a station can trigger 
on. It is chosen empirically based on detection and location 
thresholds in active areas. Due dominantly to the presence of 
microseism, the value of A is chosen to be 10 across the entire 
State of Hawaii. A higher value could have been chosen for 
certain areas (that is, the Kīlauea Caldera) to compensate for 
the ubiquitous presence of tremor; however, I chose not to in 
order to keep consistency among regions.

To calculate these thresholds across the State of Hawaii, 
I first set up a grid across the area of interest with grid spacing 
between 0.1 and 0.5 degrees in latitude/longitude, depending 
on the region (0.01 for the Island of Hawai‘i, 0.05 for all other 
islands). For the calculation of MT, I use the distance to the 
xth station, not the epicentral distance. For the calculation of 
the TMD, I use the distance of the second closest station to a 
given grid node. In essence, this means that an event must be 
detected on more than one station to distinguish an earthquake 
from a local source of noise. For the calculation of the TML,  
is the closest station that satisfies the following two condi-
tions: (1) eight or more closer stations and (2) a gap of less 
than 135 degrees between stations. These conditions follow 
from the report by Moran (2004).

This approach assumes that all stations have equivalent 
sensitivities, which is clearly false. For example, stations near 
the caldera of Kīlauea record continuous tremor, resulting in 
a higher background and lower sensitivity. Similarly, stations 
along the coast are often subject to wind and wave noise that 
reduces sensitivity. Sensitivity is also reduced in areas of high 
cultural noise, which is common on many stations across 
the islands (for example, PHOD, HILB, RSDD). Lastly, the 
analysis neglects to take into account depth, which can both 
enhance and degrade the TML and TMD ,depending on the 
location of an earthquake. Nevertheless, these estimates may 
be low by as much as a magnitude unit depending on the 
nature and strength of the noise source. It is thus more useful 
to look at the maps of detection threshold and location thresh-
old in a relative sense to gauge strengths and weaknesses of 
the current seismic network.

Theoretical Detection Thresholds and 
Quality Location Thresholds

Results of the analysis of TMD and TML are com-
pared for different regions in figures 9 and 10. Clearly the 
islands other than Hawai‘i have larger TMD and TML than 
other areas. Within the Island of Hawai‘i, the region with 
the lowest TMD and TML is Kīlauea Caldera. Although this 
gives a sense of the relative strength of different regions of 
the network, assessing maps of TMD and TML gives more 
detail about each area. Regions of high TMD on the TMD 
maps (figs. 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, and 21) show areas that need 
additional instrumentation. Regions of high TML on the TML 
maps (figs. 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22) show the areas that 

should be targeted to improve the azimuthal distribution of 
seismometers in a given area.

The TMD is surprisingly low on the Islands of Kaua‘i, 
O‘ahu, and Maui, which all have at least two stations (figs. 9 
and 11). The TMD theoretical limits of M1.4 in south Maui to 
M2.1 in Kaua‘i are likely too low, as most of the islands above 
suffer from a high degree of cultural, wave, and wind noise. 
However, a lack of seismicity on the islands other than Hawai`i 
makes it difficult to calibrate TML or TMD. On Kaua‘i, 
Moloka‘i, Lāna‘i and smaller islands, the TML ranges between 
2.1 and 2.6, except in a couple areas. The TML is relatively low 
(less than M2) in the core of O‘ahu and on the southwest side 
of Maui (figs. 10 and 12). The low TML zone in Maui is due 
to Maui’s proximity to the Island of Hawai‘i network. TMD 
thresholds for Haleakalā are about M1.5, whereas the TML is 
greater than M2 for the eastern part of the volcano and as low 
as M1.6 to the west of the volcano’s summit (figs. 11, 12, 21, 
and 22). TMLs for islands other than Hawai‘i are likely too low 
due to the high degree of cultural, wave, and wind noise.

On the Island of Hawai‘i, the TMD is lowest where sta-
tions are spaced closely together (figs. 9 and 13). Low TMDs 
are present at Kīlauea’s summit, Kīlauea’s East Rift Zone 
(M-1.1–0; fig. 15) and Mauna Loa’s summit (M-0.1–0.1; fig. 
17). The regions of lowest TMDs on Kīlauea are places of con-
tinuous tremor (Kīlauea’s summit) or significant cultural noise 
(Puna Geothermal Ventures), and thus these low TMD values 
are never realized. The highest TMDs on the Island of Hawai‘i 
(M1.1) are found on the north tip of the island, progressively 
improving southward and eastward (fig. 13). On Hualālai, the 
areas of highest TMD are to the west of the summit (M0.9) 
and lowest to the southeast (M0.3–0.5; fig. 19). The TMD for 
Lō‘ihi is between 0.5 and 1; however, high station noise near 
the coast suggests that this is an unlikely minimum (fig. 13).

The TML on the Island of Hawai‘i shows a different pat-
tern than the TMD owing to a dependence on station geometry 
(figs. 10 and 14). TML values less than magnitude 0 encom-
pass a large region bordered to the north by the Ka‘ōiki Fault 
Zone, Kīlauea’ summit and upper East Rift Zone and extending 
south to the Hilina and Hōlei Palis (fig. 16). The summit of 
Mauna Loa also has a region around it with TML values less 
than 0 (fig. 18). By far the highest TML values on the Island 
of Hawai‘i are near the coast with values ranging in excess of 
magnitude 2, which is a result of the 135-degree minimum-
gap requirement. Large TML values are especially conspicu-
ous near South Point and along the coastline to the north that 
spans Hawi to Honoka‘a (fig. 14). On Kīlauea, the largest TML 
values are at the ends of the rift zones where they approach 
the coast and on the middle East Rift Zone near Heiheiahulu 
(fig. 16). On Mauna Loa, the zones of highest TML are at the 
end of the Southwest Rift Zone (greater than M2), and at the 
end of the Northeast Rift Zone (~M0.75; fig. 18). On Hualālai, 
the TML benefits from having the nearby Mauna Loa network 
are clear, with the zones of lowest TML lying southeast of the 
summit of Hualālai (less than M0.5; fig. 20). High TML values 
are present to the northwest of the summit (M1.5–2.3+; fig. 20).
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Figure 9. Bar graph summarizing the theoretical magnitude of detection (TMD) for earthquakes in each respective region 
of the State of Hawaii. Gray bars represent the range of TMD in a given area. The geographic extent of the rift zones is 
defined in figure 23.
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Figure 11. Map showing theoretical magnitude of detection (TMD) threshold for earthquakes in the State of Hawaii. Scale 
at right indicates magnitude.
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Figure 12. Map 
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for earthquakes 
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Figure 13. Map 
showing theoretical 
magnitude of 
detection (TMD) 
threshold for 
earthquakes at the 
Island of Hawai‘i. 
Scale at right 
indicates magnitude.
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Figure 14. Map 
showing theoretical 
magnitude of 
quality location 
(TML) threshold for 
earthquakes at the 
Island of Hawai‘i. 
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indicates magnitude.

Figure 15. Map showing theoretical magnitude of detection (TMD) threshold for Kïlauea’s south flank on the Island of 
Hawai‘i. Scale at right indicates magnitude.
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Figure 16. Map showing theoretical magnitude of quality location (TML) threshold for earthquakes at Kïlauea’s south flank 
on the Island of Hawai‘i. Scale at right indicates magnitude.

Figure 17. Map showing theoretical 
magnitude of detection (TMD) threshold 
for earthquakes at Mauna Loa on the 
Island of Hawai‘i. Scale at right indicates 
magnitude.
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Figure 18. Map showing theoretical 
magnitude of quality location (TML) 
threshold for earthquakes at Mauna Loa 
on the Island of Hawai‘i. Scale at right 
indicates magnitude.

Figure 19. Map showing 
theoretical magnitude of 
detection (TMD) threshold for 
earthquakes at Hualälai on the 
Island of Hawai‘i. Scale at right 
indicates magnitude.
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Figure 20. Map showing 
theoretical magnitude 
of quality location 
(TML) threshold for 
earthquakes at Hualälai 
on the Island of Hawai‘i. 
Scale at right indicates 
magnitude.

Figure 21. Map 
showing theoretical 
magnitude of 
detection (TMD) 
threshold for 
earthquakes at 
Haleakalä on the 
Island of Maui. Scale 
at right indicates 
magnitude.
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Haleakalä on the Island of Maui. Scale at right indicates magnitude.
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Seismic Monitoring Gap of the 
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory

There is clearly a discrepancy between how the volca-
noes of the State of Hawaii are currently monitored, and how 
they must be monitored to establish a comprehensive volcanic 
early warning system. In the Moran report, seismic network 
recommendations were cast with a radial geometry because 
the NVEWS report focused on stratovolcanoes, which typi-
cally erupt near the summit of the volcano. This geometry 
ignored the high and very high threat volcanoes in Hawai‘i, 
which have long rift zones (as long as 100 km) capable of 
erupting magma anywhere along their length. To achieve the 
goals of the NVEWS report and gain the capabilities laid out 
in the Moran report, these rift zones also need to be monitored 
in addition to the summit of each volcano. Thus, applying the 
radial geometry of the Moran report to the most threatening 
volcanoes of the State of Hawaii severely underestimates the 
number of seismic stations required to gain the expected capa-
bilities. Mauna Kea has poorly defined rift zones and an erup-
tive history in which a point source is appropriate, and thus 
Mauna Kea is considered as suggested in the Moran report 
(that is, station configurations around a single point).

Methodology for Determining the 
Seismic Monitoring Gap

To adapt the standards in the Moran report to the volca-
noes of Hawai‘i, the point source geometry of a stratovolcano 
must be extended into the line sources of rift zones found on 
Hawaiian shield volcanoes. To do so, I first approximate each 
rift zone as a series of nodes approximately 5 km apart (fig. 
23). For a single node, each quality level can be parameterized 
by stations within an inner radius and stations within an outer 
radius (table 3; Moran and others, 2008). For quality level 3 
and 4 networks, the inner and outer radii are 5 km and 20 km, 
respectively (table 3). For quality level 2 networks, the inner 
and outer radii are 10 km and 50 km, respectively. Quality 
level 1 networks have inner and outer radii of 50 km and 200 
km, respectively. For each node, I first calculate the number 
and type of preexisting continuous network stations within 
a circle around the node with a radius length of the inner 
radius. I then randomly add stations within that circle until the 
desired number of stations to meet the desired quality level 
is reached. If broadband instruments or strong-motion instru-
ments are required, those are added before adding short-period 
instruments. Stations are then randomly added to the annulus 
between the inner and outer radius, taking into account both 
the preexisting network stations and stations already added 
within the inner circle. Random stations are required to be on 
land and (1) located at least 500 m from an existing station 
if less than 5 km from the node and (2) 2 km away from an 
existing station if greater than 5 km from the node (preexisting 
stations or stations added as part of the analysis).

With the station thresholds satisfied for a given monitor-
ing network level for a particular node, I then move to the next 
node down the rift zone (figs. 23 and 24). The process above 
is repeated, with the stations added to the previous nodes 
also included. A “run” is complete when a target quality level 
is satisfied at every node along each summit and rift zone. 
Because the stations are randomly placed within each radius 
without consideration of directionality, some randomly deter-
mined configurations may be more efficient at contributing 
to neighboring volcano networks. These differences are not 
trivial, as shown in figure 25. I also do not consider logistical 
problems (for example, telemetry, land ownership, visibility) 
that may arise when stations are permitted, or have differing 
site conditions, which may favor a particular location. Thus, 
there are multiple configurations that will satisfy a given 
quality level, and attempting to site each and every station 
is beyond the scope of this report given all of the consider-
ations that go into selecting a station location. To investigate 
the range of station configurations that might be required to 
meet a given quality level, I make 1,000 runs for each quality 
level. The resulting distribution of the number of short-period, 
broadband, and strong-motion stations needed to meet each 
NVEWS quality level gives a statistical foundation to provide 
a range of stations that meet the requirements (see appendix). 
For the most part, the distributions of the histograms in the 
appendix are normal, suggesting that 1,000 runs are enough 
to capture most of the possible configurations. Given the 
normal distributions of the station configurations, the range of 
required stations is reported as plus or minus 1 standard devia-
tion from the mean of the distribution.

Characterizing the Seismic Monitoring 
Gap

Thus far I have characterized the current state of the 
HVO seismic monitoring network with respect to the NQL. 
Now by simulating and assessing different network configu-
rations, I can estimate the additional number of stations of 
each type (short-period, strong-motion, and broadband) that 
are required to meet a given NQL. The number of stations 
needed in addition to the current seismic network to meet a 
given NQL are summarized in table 4. These totals are further 
broken out by station type in tables 5, 6, and 7. The volcanoes 
with prominent rift zones (Kīlauea, Mauna Loa, and Hualālai) 
are broken out individually between summit and rift zones. 
Mauna Kea and Haleakalā do not have prominent rift zones 
and thus are treated as single nodes. The histograms of the 
simulations for each region and instrument type are included 
in the appendix. Only existing stations in the network that 
record continuously are considered (that is, no triggered 
strong-motion stations).

Kīlauea clearly has the densest seismic network of any 
Hawaiian volcano, and thus fewer stations are required to meet 
a given NQL than at the other volcanoes (figs. 2, 3, and 4). 
The summit region is already a quality level 4 network (fig. 8), 
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Figure 23. Map of the Island of Hawai‘i showing the rift zones of Kïlauea, Mauna Loa, and Hualälai Volcanoes (black bold 
lines). Also shown are the individual nodes used to calculate the number of stations needed for a given network quality 
level (red asterisks).
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Figure 24. Maps showing different stages in determining the number of seismic stations necessary to meet the 
requirements of National Volcanic Early Warning System (NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 4 at Kïlauea, 
Mauna Loa, Mauna Kea, and Hualälai Volcanoes. A, Results of one computer-model run after completion of the East Rift 
Zone and Southwest Rift Zone of Kïlauea. Stations added as part of this run are shown with red triangles. Existing network 
stations are shown in blue triangles. B, Results after completion of Kïlauea and the Northeast and Southwest Rift Zones of 
Mauna Loa. C, Results after completion of the two rift zones of Hualälai, in addition to the rift zones of Kïlauea and Mauna 
Loa. D, Final results after inclusion of Mauna Kea in addition to the other active volcanoes of the Island of Hawai‘i.
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Figure 25. Maps showing 
final results of two different 
estimates of the number 
of stations necessary to 
satisfy the requirements of 
a National Volcanic Early 
Warning System (NVEWS; 
Ewert and others, 2005) 
quality level 4 seismic 
network on Kïlauea, 
Mauna Loa, Mauna Kea, 
and Hualälai. A, Results 
computer-model run 1 of 
1,000. B, Results computer-
model run 338 of 1,000. 
Besides subtle differences 
in the station constellations 
during the two runs, the total 
number of stations needed 
to achieve a quality level 4 
network varies as well.
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Table 4. Summary of the total number of additional stations 
needed to reach each National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS) quality level (table 3) for Hawaiian volcanoes.

[Ranges represent one standard deviation above and below the mean of 1,000 
computer-model runs]

Volcano/region Quality level

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Kīlauea
East Rift Zone 1 5–7 12–15
Southwest Rift Zone 0 4–6 11–15

Mauna Loa
Summit 0 0 1
Northeast Rift Zone 4–7 9–11 19–23
Southwest Rift Zone 3–6 12–16 29–34

Hualālai
Summit 2 4 6
Northwest Rift Zone 1–4 4–8 10–14
South Rift Zone 1–4 3–5 7–10

Mauna Kea 1 3 7
Haleakalā

Summit 3 5 9
East Rift Zone 2–6 7–11 15–20
Southwest Rift Zone 1–4 4–8 10–15

Table 5. Summary of the total number of additional short-period 
stations needed to reach each National Volcanic Early Warning 
System (NVEWS) quality level (table 3) for Hawaiian volcanoes.

[Ranges represent one standard deviation above and below the mean of 1,000 
computer-model runs]

Volcano/region Quality level

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Kīlauea
East Rift Zone 1 2–4 2–4
Southwest Rift Zone 0 1 0–2

Mauna Loa
Summit 0 0 1
Northeast Rift Zone 4–7 4–6 4–6
Southwest Rift Zone 3–6 4–7 6–8

Hualālai
Summit 2 4 5
Northwest Rift Zone 1–4 2–5 2–5
South Rift Zone 1–4 1–3 0–3

Mauna Kea 1 2 3
Haleakalā

Summit 3 4 5
East Rift Zone 2–6 3–6 4–7
Southwest Rift Zone 1–4 2–5 2–6

Table 6. Summary of the total number of additional broadband 
stations needed to reach each National Volcanic Early Warning 
System (NVEWS) quality level (table 3) for Hawaiian volcanoes.

[Ranges represent one standard deviation above and below the mean of 1,000 
computer-model runs]

Volcano/region Quality level

Level 3 Level 4

Kīlauea
East Rift Zone 3–5 7–10
Southwest Rift Zone 3–5 7–10

Mauna Loa
Summit 0 1
Northeast Rift Zone 4–7 9–12
Southwest Rift Zone 7–10 15–19

Hualālai
Summit 4 6
Northwest Rift Zone 2–4 4–7
South Rift Zone 1–3 3–6

Mauna Kea 1 3
Haleakalā

Summit 1 3
East Rift Zone 3–5 6–10
Southwest Rift Zone 2–4 4–7

Table 7. Summary of the total number of additional strong-
motion stations needed to reach National Volcanic Early Warning 
System (NVEWS) quality level 4 (table 3) for Hawaiian volcanoes.

[Ranges represent one standard deviation above and below the mean of 1,000 
computer-model runs. In practice, these stations would be most useful when 
collocated with a short-period or broadband station]

Volcano/region Quality level

Level 4

Kīlauea
East Rift Zone 2
Southwest Rift Zone 2–5

Mauna Loa
Summit 0
Northeast Rift Zone 4–7
Southwest Rift Zone 6–9

Hualālai
Summit 0
Northwest Rift Zone 2–4
South Rift Zone 1–3

Mauna Kea 1
Haleakalā

Summit 1
East Rift Zone 3–5
Southwest Rift Zone 2–4
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and thus no additional stations are needed. The total number 
of new stations required to meet quality level 2, 3, and 4 on 
Kīlauea’s East Rift Zone is 1 station, 5–7 stations, and 12–15 
stations, respectfully (table 4). To achieve a quality level 2 
network, Kīlauea’s East Rift Zone only requires one additional 
short-period seismometer (table 5). To achieve a quality level 
3 network on the East Rift Zone, 2–4 additional short-period 
stations and 3–5 additional broadband stations are required 
(tables 5 and 6). To upgrade the network on Kīlauea’s East 
Rift Zone to a quality level 4 network, 2–4 additional short-
period stations, 7–10 additional broadband stations, and 2 
additional strong-motion stations are required (tables 5, 6, and 
7). Kīlauea’s Southwest Rift Zone is already a quality level 2 
network along its entire length, and thus no additional sta-
tions are required. In total, 4–6 additional stations and 11–15 
additional stations are required to meet a quality level 3 and 
quality level 4 network on the Southwest Rift Zone of Kīlauea, 
respectfully. For a quality level 3 network, this is partitioned 
among 1 short-period station and 3–5 broadband stations 
(tables 5 and 6). To upgrade the current network on the 
Southwest Rift Zone of Kīlauea to a quality level 4 network, 
0–2 short-period stations, 7–10 broadband stations, and 2–5 
strong-motion stations are required (tables 5, 6, and 7). The 
spread in the number of seismometers on the Southwest Rift 
Zone depends heavily on the exact placement of seismometers 
on the southeast flank of Mauna Loa.

Mauna Loa is the largest active volcano in the world, and 
thus the number of stations required to monitor the length of 
the rift zones is high. The summit of Mauna Loa has a quality 
level 3 network (fig. 8), and thus the number of additional 
stations to meet the different quality levels is low. Only one 
additional broadband station is required in the summit area 
to make it a quality level 4 network. To upgrade the North-
east Rift Zone of Mauna Loa at quality levels 2, 3, and 4 
will require 4–7, 9–11, and 19–23 total stations, respectfully 
(table 4). To upgrade the region around the Northeast Rift 
Zone to quality level 2, 4–7 additional short-period stations 
are required (table 5). To achieve a quality level 3 network 
along the Northeast Rift Zone, 4–6 additional short-period 
stations and 4–7 additional broadband stations are needed 
(tables 5 and 6). A quality level 4 network on the Northeast 
Rift Zone requires 4–6 additional short–period stations, 9–12 
broadband stations, and 4–7 additional strong-motion stations 
(tables 5, 6, and 7). In the Southwest Rift Zone of Mauna 
Loa the total number of additional stations required to meet 
quality level 2, 3, and 4 standards are 3–6, 12–16 and 20–34, 
respectfully (table 4). To achieve a quality level 2 network on 
the Southwest Rift Zone, 3–6 additional short-period stations 
are required (table 5). To upgrade the current network on the 
Southwest Rift Zone to a quality level 3 network, 4–6 addi-
tional short-period stations and 7–10 additional broadband sta-
tions are needed (tables 5 and 6). A quality level 4 network on 
the Southwest Rift Zone of Mauna Loa requires 6–8 additional 
short-period stations, 15–19 additional broadband stations, and 
6–9 additional strong-motion stations (tables 5, 6, and 7).

Hualālai is more sparsely monitored than either Kīlauea 
or Mauna Loa, mostly because of its relative volcanic activity 
rate. Even so, Hualālai is smaller than Mauna Loa and has a 
smaller subaerial footprint than Kīlauea, and thus the number 
of stations to meet a given quality level is relatively modest. 
The total number of stations required to meet quality level 2, 
3, and 4 standards are 2, 4, and 6 stations, respectively, for 
Hualālai’s summit area, 1–4, 4–8, and 10–14, respectively, 
for the Northeast Rift Zone and 1–4, 3–5, and 7–10, respec-
tively, for the South Rift Zone (table 4). In the region around 
the summit, two short-period stations are required to meet 
the quality level 2 standard (table 5). To meet quality level 3 
standards, four additional short period stations are required 
(table 5). To upgrade the current network around the summit 
to a level 4 network, 5 additional short-period stations and 1 
additional broadband station is needed (tables 5 and 6). On the 
Northwest Rift Zone of Hualālai, 1–4 additional short-period 
stations are required to meet a quality level 2 standard (table 
5). To upgrade the current network to a quality level 3 stan-
dard, 2–5 additional short-period stations and 2–4 additional 
broadband stations are required (tables 5 and 6). To meet the 
requirements of a quality level 4 network on the Northwest 
Rift Zone, 2–5 additional short-period stations, 4–7 additional 
broadband stations, and 2–4 additional strong-motion sta-
tions are needed (tables 5, 6, and 7). The South Rift Zone of 
Hualālai requires 1–4 additional short-period stations to meet 
a quality level 2 standard (table 5). To meet the requirements 
of a quality level 3 network, upgrades of 1–3 short period sta-
tions and 3–6 broadband stations are needed (tables 5 and 6). 
To achieve a quality level 4 network on the South Rift Zone of 
Hualālai, 0–3 additional short period stations, 3–6 additional 
broadband stations and 1–3 additional strong-motion stations 
are required (tables 5, 6, and 7).

Mauna Kea has relatively low requirements to meet the 
different NQLs because it does not possess prominent rift 
zones and thus is treated as a single eruptive site. The total 
number of stations required to meet quality level 2, 3, and 4 
standards are 1, 3, and 7 additional stations, respectively. To 
meet a quality level 2 standard, 1 additional short-period sta-
tion is required (table 5). An additional 2 short-period stations 
and 1 broadband station are required to meet a quality level 
3 standard (tables 5 and 6). To satisfy the requirements of a 
quality level 4 network, 3 additional short-period stations, 3 
additional broadband stations, and 1 additional strong-motion 
station are required (tables 5, 6, and 7).

Haleakalā does not have the benefit of neighboring vol-
cano networks and is in a sparse part of the existing seismic 
network, and thus the number of stations required to meet a 
given quality level is relatively high, despite a small subaerial 
footprint. The total number of stations to meet the require-
ments of a quality level 2, 3, and 4 network are 3, 5, and 9 
additional stations, respectively, for Haleakalā’s summit area; 
2–6, 7–11, and 15–20, respectively, for the East Rift Zone; and 
1–4, 4–8, and 10–15, respectively, for the Southwest Rift Zone 
(table 4). At the summit of Haleakalā, to meet the require-
ments of a quality level 2 network, 3 short-period stations are 
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needed. To meet quality level 3 standards, 4 additional short-
period stations and 1 additional broadband station are required. 
To achieve the quality level 4 network standards, 5 additional 
short-period stations, 3 additional broadband stations, and 1 
additional strong-motion station are needed. On the East Rift 
Zone, 2–6 short-period stations are required to meet quality 
level 2 standards (table 5). To achieve the requirements of 
a quality level 3 network, 3–6 short period stations and 3–5 
broadband seismometers are needed (tables 5 and 6). An addi-
tional 4–7 short-period stations, 6–10 broadband stations, and 
3–5 strong-motion stations need to be installed to achieve the 
requirements of the quality level 4 seismic network (tables 5, 
6, and 7). On the Southwest Rift Zone, 1–4 new short-period 
stations need to be installed to achieve the quality level 2 
requirements (table 5). An additional 2–5 short period stations 
and 2–4 broadband stations are required to meet quality level 3 
standards (tables 5 and 6). Finally, to achieve the requirements 
of a quality level 4 network, an additional 2–6 short-period 
stations, 4–7 broadband stations, and 2–4 strong motion sta-
tions must be installed (tables 5, 6, and 7).

Potential Priorities for Network 
Upgrades

Thus far, I have summarized the current state of the 
network in a NVEWS quality level framework, which focused 
on the number and types of stations in a given area, and an 

earthquake detection and location framework, which considers 
the number of stations and orientation of those sources around 
a given earthquake source. I also considered the number of 
stations needed to upgrade the current network to certain 
NQLs as defined by Moran and others (2008). Here I combine 
all of the results discussed thus far with characteristics of each 
volcano to form potential priorities for network upgrades.

Ewert and others (2005) state that very high threat and 
high threat volcanoes should have quality level 4 monitor-
ing networks and that moderate threat volcanoes should have 
quality level 3 monitoring networks (table 2). Given the long 
rift zones present on three Hawaiian volcanoes, the resulting 
numbers to reach the NVEWS suggested quality levels is high 
compared to a single stratovolcano or group of stratovolca-
noes. Table 8 and figure 26 show the total number of stations 
required for each volcano to meet the quality level prescribed 
in the NVEWS report (table 2). In total, upgrading all of the 
volcanoes to the optimal quality levels will take between 104 
and 125 additional stations. These numbers represent good 
goals for the final configuration; however, it is likely that any 
network improvements will be done incrementally with mon-
ies that will have a specific volcano as a target. Therefore, in 
this section I attempt to present possible priorities for new sta-
tion installations by taking into account TMD, TML, magma-
plumbing geometry, volcanic growth stages, and population 
exposure.

Hawaiian volcanoes in a shield stage, such as Kīlauea and 
Mauna Loa, receive magma initially into a shallow magma 
system that lies near the summit of the volcano (Lockwood 

Table 8. Summary of the total number of seismic stations needed to achieve an optimal configuration for Hawaiian volcanoes as 
defined by the National Volcanic Early Warning System (NVEWS) report (Ewert and others, 2005; table 2)

[Kīlauea, Mauna Loa and Hualālai all have quality level 4 networks, whereas Mauna Kea and Haleakalā have quality level 3 networks]

Volcano/region Instrument Type

Short-period Broadband Strong-motion Total

Kīlauea
East Rift Zone 2–4 7–10 2 12–15
Southwest Rift Zone 0–2 7–10 2–5 12–15

Mauna Loa
Summit 0 1 0 1
Northeast Rift Zone 4–6 9–12 4–7 19–23
Southwest Rift Zone 6–8 15–20 6–9 29–34

Hualālai
Summit 5 1 0 0
Northwest Rift Zone 2–5 4–7 2–4 10–14
South Rift Zone 0–3 3–6 1–3 7–10

Mauna Kea 2 1 0 3
Haleakalā

Summit 4 1 0 5
East Rift Zone 3–6 3–5 0 7–11
Southwest Rift Zone 2–5 2–4 0 4–8
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Figure 26. Bar graph showing total number of additional stations needed in each respective region of the State of Hawaii 
to meet the optimal level of seismic monitoring as recommended by the National Volcanic Early Warning System (NVEWS) 
report (Ewert and others, 2005). Once upgraded, Kïlauea, Mauna Loa, and Hualälai will have quality level 4 networks, 
whereas Mauna Kea and Haleakalä will have quality level 3 networks.

and others, 1987; Poland and others, 2014). With or without 
a summit eruption, magma typically moves downrift to erupt 
effusively. The connection between the summit and rift plumb-
ing systems is typically quite good as reflected by changes in 
summit lava lake levels or summit subsidence on initiation 
of a rift-zone eruption (for example, Kapoho eruption, 1960). 
Thus any preeruptive signal is expected to be present first at 
the summit and then subsequently at the rift-zone eruption site. 
This fact underscores the importance of prioritizing a good 
monitoring network surrounding the summit of any shield-
stage volcano.

Volcanoes in a post-shield stage, such as Hualālai, 
Haleakalā, and Mauna Kea, typically have much less frequent 
eruptions, mostly because the volcano is no longer over the 
hotspot and has a lower supply of magma from the mantle, if 
any supply exists at all (Clague and Sherrod, 2014; Frey and 
others, 1991). The relation between summit and rift activ-
ity that is seen in shield-stage volcanoes does not necessar-
ily apply to post-shield-stage volcanoes. Typically, eruptive 
products are sourced from much deeper zones than are active 
during the shield stage. Hualālai, although in the post-shield 
stage (Clague and Sherrod, 2014), has had historical erup-
tions in 1800 and 1801 that issued from the Northwest Rift 
Zone and thus should be more similar in network needs to 
the shield-stage volcanoes. Similarly, the East Rift Zone and 

Southwest Rift Zone of Haleakalā have hosted all of the erup-
tions on that volcano in the past 13,000 years, requiring future 
monitoring of the rift zones (Sherrod and others, 2006). Erup-
tion rates at Hualālai and Haleakalā have been similar during 
the past 13,000 years; however, the volume of the eruptions at 
Haleakalā has been lower (Sherrod and others, 2006).

The following sections discuss specific recommendations 
for the different active volcanoes on the Islands of Hawai‘i 
and Maui. Table 8 and figure 26 outline the total number of 
stations suggested for each region. Much of the discussion 
below lays out suggested priorities within each region to 
ensure the highest risk and hazard areas are well monitored.

Kïlauea and Associated Rift Zones

Kīlauea is among the most active volcanoes in the world 
and thus has a dense permanent monitoring network (qual-
ity level 4) near the summit of the volcano that includes 
13 seismic stations within 5 km of the active vent (fig. 8). 
Historically, the summit and East Rift Zone of Kīlauea have 
significantly more eruptions than the Southwest Rift Zone 
(Holcomb, 1987). This suggests that the East Rift Zone be 
prioritized over the Southwest Rift Zone. Further, popula-
tion density increases in the lower East Rift Zone, where the 
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communities of Lelani Estates, Nānāwale Estates, and Kapoho 
exist. Historical eruptions emanated from the lower East Rift 
Zone in 1955 and 1960 (Helz and Wright, 1992; Wright and 
Helz, 1996). For all of these reasons, the East Rift Zone of 
Kīlauea is a priority for station upgrades. Currently a qual-
ity level 4 network exists down most of the East Rift Zone to 
Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō (fig. 8). However, downrift of Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō to near 
the Pāhoa-Kalapana Road and downrift of Kapoho Cone, 
the current seismic network configuration results in a large 
TML (greater than M2; fig. 16). These areas are priorities for 
upgrading to a quality level 4 network because of the popu-
lation exposure in the communities that live on and around 
the East Rift Zone in that area. This upgrade will require 
between 12 and 15 total stations, 2–4 short-period stations, 
7–10 broadband stations, and 2 strong-motion stations (fig. 26, 
table 8). Future network upgrades on the East Rift Zone likely 
should initially be between stations KUPD and KLUD (fig. 4), 
taking care to install stations as much as 10 km off the rift to 
ensure that locations are not biased to one side of the rift and 
the depths are well constrained above the décollement, where 
seismicity is concentrated.

Because the Southwest Rift Zone of Kīlauea has been 
less active historically and is more sparsely populated, the 
potential priority for upgrading this part of the network is 
lower than the East Rift Zone. Still, its historical eruptive 
history warrants a quality level 4 network, which will require 
between 11 and 15 additional stations, including as many as 
2 short-period stations, 7–10 broadband stations, and 2–5 
strong-motion stations (fig. 26, table 8). Future expansion of 
the network on Kīlauea’s Southwest Rift Zone should likely 
be prioritized downrift of station DESD, where both TMD and 
TML increase progressively downrift (figs. 2, 15, and 16). Pre-
eruptive earthquake swarms from eruptions in 1971 and 1974 
on the Southwest Rift Zone began in the summit and propa-
gated downrift to Mauna Iki (Klein and others, 1987), and thus 
having a dense network around and downrift of Mauna Iki will 
allow scientists to track the advancement of a propagating dike 
with more accuracy then previously possible.

Mauna Loa and Associated Rift Zones

Mauna Loa has an extremely active historical eruption 
record. Between 1832 and 1950, Mauna Loa averaged an 
eruption every 4 years (Lockwood and others, 1987). Since 
1950, eruptions have occurred twice, in 1975 and 1984. 
Each historical eruption has begun with a summit eruption, 
underscoring the importance of a permanent quality level 4 
network around the summit of Mauna Loa for early warning. 
Subsequent rift eruptions, if they occur, do not prefer one rift 
zone over another (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987). Eruptions 
from the Northwest Rift Zone have come within 10 km of Hilo 
or closer in 1852, 1855, 1881, 1942, and 1984 (Trusdell and 
others, 2002). Eruptions from the Southwest Rift Zone have 
affected the modern-day towns of Ocean View (1887,1907) 
and Milolii (1919, 1926) (Trusdell and others, 2002). Less 

often, there are flank eruptions on Mauna Loa, particularly on 
the Northwest Flank. One such eruption in 1859 inundated an 
area of Waikoloa that is currently occupied by several hotels 
and vacation rentals.

Because the summit of Mauna Loa typically erupts before 
its rift zones (Lockwood and others, 1987), the summit is 
likely the first priority when upgrading the seismic network on 
Mauna Loa. Upgrading the summit to quality level 4, which 
is suggested given the historical eruptive history, will require 
only one additional broadband station (table 8, fig. 26). On the 
basis of the highest values of TMD and TML, the site for this 
broadband station should be to the northeast of the summit 
caldera (figs. 17 and 18).

The combined high hazard and high risk of both Mauna 
Loa rift zones necessitates their eventual upgrade to qual-
ity level 4. This is would be a major undertaking, requiring 
as many as 24 stations for the Northeast Rift Zone and 34 
stations for the Southwest Rift Zone (fig. 26, table 8). The 
priority within the rift zones should be to set up an initial 
relatively sparse network that covers the geographic boundar-
ies of the rift zones for seismologists to track the position of 
a propagating dike. The next priority should be to fill in areas 
of high TMD and TML above Ocean View and Hilo (figs. 17 
and 18). Specifically those areas between stations DAND and 
OVED on the Southwest Rift Zone to provide better warnings 
for Ocean View and the area downrift of station PLAD on the 
Northeast Rift Zone to provide better warnings for the com-
munities of Hilo, Volcano, and Mountain View (fig. 2).

Hualälai and Associated Rift Zones

Hualālai last erupted in 1800 and 1801 from two locali-
ties on the Northwest Rift Zone (Moore and others, 1987). 
One of the resulting lava flows inundated the region around 
the Kona International Airport. Hualālai is in a post-shield 
stage of growth and therefore not likely to produce as frequent 
eruptions as its shield-stage neighbors Mauna Loa and Kīlauea 
(Moore and others, 1987; Clague and Sherrod, 2014). Since 
the last eruption in 1801, there has been one vigorous swarm 
of earthquakes in 1929, which was thought to be caused by an 
intrusion. The swarm was incredibly strong and included two 
magnitude 6+ earthquakes (Wyss and Koyanagi, 1992; Klein 
and Wright, 2000). In addition, the town of Kalaoa lies on the 
Northwest Rift Zone of Hualālai. The diffuse South Rift Zone 
of Hualālai does not have any towns built on it and has no 
historical record of activity. Generally, a post-shield Hawaiian 
volcano is removed from the hotspot, and thus all magma is 
remnant from when the hotspot was under the volcano (Clague 
and Sherrod, 2014). Generally, magma chambers also have 
deeper source depths in this phase, and the typical summit and 
rift zone connection seen in shield-stage volcanoes is broken 
(Clague and Sherrod, 2014, Frey and others, 1991). Instead, 
rift zone eruptions in post-shield stage are postulated to be 
fed directly from deep, relic magma chambers. Indeed, the 
1800–1801 lavas did have significant zenoliths, suggesting a 
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deeper source depth (Moore and others, 1987). To constrain 
these deeper depths, the seismic network around Hualālai will 
need to have an aperture that is approximately the same as the 
source depth for the eruptions. The additional aperture can 
likely be accommodated with a combination of the existing 
network and upgrades to networks on neighboring volcanoes.

The combination of historical activity and an exposed 
nearby population make it important to upgrade the seismic 
network of Hualālai to a quality level 4 network. Both the 
summit and Northwest Rift Zone of Hualālai are priorities in 
future seismic upgrades, as the geophysical signature of an 
eruption is unknown on this volcano. This will take as many as 
20 total stations with 7–10 short-period stations, 5–8 broad-
band stations, and 2–4 strong-motion stations (fig. 26, table 
8). Future expansion of the existing network in the area should 
be focused in the areas of highest TMD and TML (figs. 19 
and 20), specifically areas of the Northwest Rift Zone around 
Kalaoa. If the source of the magmas that feed the eruptions is 
indeed deep, then the network on the Northwest Rift Zone will 
need to have a broad extent to have the aperture required to 
constrain a deep source. The South Rift Zone is a lower prior-
ity with respect to the regions of Hualālai because of the low 
population exposure, low historical activity rates, and the col-
lateral benefit of having a good network on Mauna Loa, which 
will incidentally improve the TMD and TML.

Mauna Kea

Mauna Kea is in a post-shield stage and thus has infre-
quent low-volume eruptions from relatively deep magma 
chambers (Frey and others, 1991; Clague and Sherrod, 2014). 
In addition, the at-risk population on Mauna Kea is very low. 
Because of the infrequent eruptions and low at-risk popu-
lations, the NVEWS recommendation of a quality level 3 
network seems appropriate (table 2). Because of existing HVO 
stations in the vicinity, a quality level 3 network can be easily 
achieved by adding just three additional stations—1 broad-
band seismometer at the summit and 2 short-period stations to 
the north and north-northeast of the summit, where the TMD 
and TML are highest (figs. 13 and 14).

Haleakalä

Like Hualālai of the Island of Hawai‘i, Maui’s Haleakalā 
is in a post-shield stage with infrequent low-volume erup-
tions compared to shield-stage volcanoes (Sherrod and others, 
2006; Clague and Sherrod, 2014). Even so, eruptions in the 
past 1,500 years have occurred on both rift zones and the 
summit area. Significant numbers of people and infrastructure 
are exposed to Haleakalā hazards in the event of an eruption, 
especially at the summit of Haleakalā and in the town of Hāna. 
For these reasons, a level 3 network should be installed around 
the summit area, East Rift Zone, and Southwest Rift Zone. 
Meeting the standards of a quality level 3 network will require 
as many as 15 additional short-period stations and as many as 

10 additional broadband stations (fig. 26, table 8). The TML 
and TMD on Maui are generally high, and any improvements 
to the network will significantly improve those metrics. Future 
expansion is recommended first near the summit of Haleakalā 
and on the East Rift Zone, where the risk to population is 
highest (figs. 21 and 22). The generally deeper magma systems 
that are the sources for post-shield eruptions require a seismic 
network with a wide aperture to properly constrain depths. To 
widen the aperture of the seismic network on Haleakalā, the 
Southwest Rift Zone is recommended to be sparsely popu-
lated with new seismic installations during the full build out 
of the seismic network at the summit and East Rift Zone. The 
network that is proposed has the added benefit of aiding in the 
detection of tectonic seismicity—a significant shaking hazard 
to the population of Maui County—both on Maui and the 
neighboring islands.

Island of Hawai‘i

For parts of the Island of Hawai‘i removed from volcanic 
systems, the purposes of improving the network are largely to 
improve locations, magnitude determinations, focal mecha-
nisms, “shakemaps,” and moment tensors of tectonic seis-
micity (for example, tectonic seismicity on crustal faults and 
earthquakes on the décollemont and in the mantle). Recently, 
there has been an increased interest for earthquake early warn-
ing (EEW), in which critical buildings and structures use rapid 
magnitude estimates of large magnitude earthquakes to miti-
gate damage in the few seconds before the S-wave impacts the 
structure. Most of the techniques mentioned above require a 
dense coverage of seismometers that surround any earthquake 
source as much as possible. The best measure to improve the 
network geometry on the Island of Hawai‘i is TML (figs. 14, 
16, 18, and 20). In general, TML is highest on the perimeter 
of the island, and thus future network upgrades to better track 
tectonic seismicity would be best focused on the perimeter 
of the island, particularly to the west of South Point and 
between Hawi and Honoka‘a (fig. 2). Enhancing the coverage 
on the perimeter of the Island of Hawai‘i will also improve 
the earthquake early warning capability for events offshore. 
In the interior of the island, the area between Glenwood and 
Kea‘au needs future network expansion to enhance the density 
of stations in that area (fig. 2). Future installations need to be 
combination broadband and strong-motion stations to better 
constrain large ground motions for shakemaps and to provide 
broadband signals for moment tensor calculations.

Maui, Kaho‘olawe, Läna‘i, Moloka‘i, 
O‘ahu, Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau

The seismic hazard declines moving from the Island of 
Hawai‘i northwest up the Hawaiian Islands (Klein and others, 
2001). In 1871, a M6.8 earthquake struck southwest of the 
Island of Lāna‘i, causing strong ground shaking from north of 
the Island of Hawai‘i to O‘ahu (Wyss and Koyanagi, 1992). 
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In addition, a M6.9 earthquake struck north of Maui in 1938, 
also causing strong ground shaking from the northern part of 
the Island of Hawai‘i to O‘ahu. Based on the seismic hazard, 
its clear that network upgrades in this area are important; 
however, the geography of the island chain prevents a stable 
geometry for locating such events. Even so, to do the best job 
possible, new stations are likely best prioritized in places of 
high TMD and TML within Maui County, such as southeast 
Maui, northwest Maui, Lāna‘i, east Moloka‘i, and Kaho‘olawe 
(figs. 11 and 12).

The discussion of priorities for seismic network monitor-
ing levels also assume that there is a portable cache of instru-
ments that is ready to be deployed with real-time telemetry. 
This assumption is based on the premise that any existing 
level 2 or level 3 network at a Hawaiian volcano could be 
rapidly upgraded to a level 4 network near the site of a rift 
zone breakout, flank eruption, post-shield eruption, or after-
shock sequence. Providing the most complete dataset possible 
through the deployment of temporary instruments will help 
early warning capabilities, but it will also help understanding 
of the processes behind the phenomenon that are behind the 
swarms, eruptions, or large earthquakes.

The makeup of the portable cache of instruments would 
best be dominantly broadbands (as many as six) with two 
three-component short-period seismometers and a single six-
channel strong-motion station. Radio equipment also needs to 
be available to communicate with existing telemetry hubs. At 
least two cell-phone modems are needed so that instruments 
can be placed in areas out of direct line-of-sight to a telemetry 
node (that is, areas of rainforest). Power systems and vault 
materials also need to be readily available to facilitate a tem-
porary deployment within 24 hours of the start of a crisis.

Conclusions

To this point, the current seismic network has been 
discussed with respect to a defined quality level, minimum 
magnitude of detection, or a minimum magnitude of quality 
location. Adding more stations, as is prescribed in principle 
by the NVEWS Instrumentation report (Moran and others, 
2008), will certainly serve to lower the detection and quality 
location thresholds; however, this is not the only benefit. Other 
capabilities, such as detecting temporal changes in seismic 
velocity, moment tensor modeling of volcanic seismic sources, 
amplitude-based locations of tremor and low-frequency earth-
quakes, and four-dimensional seismic tomography would also 
be enhanced by adding stations (table 3).

Significant improvements are needed to the existing seis-
mic networks installed on the rift zones of Kīlauea to achieve 
the NVEWS prescribed quality level that is commensurate 
with Kīlauea’s historical eruptive history and population risk 
(table 9). This level includes 12 to 15 additional stations each 
for the East and Southwest Rift Zones (table 8). Areas to be 

prioritized include the area downrift of Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō on the East 
Rift Zone and downrift of Mauna Iki on the Southwest Rift 
Zone (figs. 15 and 16).

On Mauna Loa, the large size of the volcano and the long 
rift zones mean that the number of stations needed to upgrade 
the current network to the NVEWS-prescribed level is high 
(19 to 23 additional stations on the Northwest Rift Zone and 
29 to 34 additional stations on the Southwest Rift Zone; table 
8). Station upgrades are best focused on establishing a sparse 
network along the length of each rift zone and then densifying 
the network in the rift zones above Ocean View on the South-
west Rift Zone and in the middle region of the Northeast Rift 
Zone (figs. 17 and 18).

On Hualālai, the prescribed upgrades are relatively mod-
est, in part due to its small subaerial size and in part due to the 
neighboring seismic network on Mauna Loa. To upgrade the 
current seismic network to the prescribed level (quality level 
4), 6, 10 to 14, and 7 to 10 additional stations are required 
on the summit, Northwest Rift Zone, and South Rift Zone, 
respectively. Station upgrades would be best focused initially 
on the Northwest Rift Zone and summit (figs. 19 and 20).

The suggested network upgrades on Mauna Kea are 
minor, mostly due to its low activity rate and neighboring 
Mauna Loa seismic network. On Mauna Kea, 3 additional sta-
tions are estimated to upgrade the current seismic network to a 
level 3 network. The additional stations would be best focused 
to the north and northeast of the summit.

Haleakalā is believed to have an activity level similar to 
Hualālai. However, Haleakalā generally has much lower vol-
ume eruptions. The suggested quality level is thus lower than 
for Kīlauea, Mauna Loa, and Hualālai. To upgrade the current 
network to a quality level 3 network will require between 12 
and 24 stations to fully cover the summit and both rift zones. 
In addition to installing stations, there is a lack of HVO infra-
structure on Maui to collect data, which should be considered 
when planning new installations. HVO currently does not have 
communications equipment occupying any towers or telemetry 
nodes on Maui, and thus a significant amount of effort would 
likely be needed to bring the data back from these five stations 
in real time.

Adding as many as 145 additional stations, as prescribed 
here, will nearly triple the number of stations in the current 
network. Such a network will enable a shift from pattern-based 
forecasting model, where current activity is compared against 
previous preeruptive episodes, to a process-based forecasting 
model in which forecasts are based on an understanding of 
the underlying process. This will inevitably improve HVO’s 
forecasting ability; however, it comes at a cost. The personnel 
required to maintain the network, develop an understanding of 
the current processes, and build new tools for understanding 
those processes are many. With a combination of an enhanced 
seismic network and additional personnel to maintain and use 
the new data from the network, it would be possible for HVO 
to realize the capabilities afforded by an upgraded network 
within 5 years after its full installation.
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Figure 27. Graphs showing total number of seismic stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 2 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. Because a 
quality level 2 seismic network does not require broadband or strong-motion stations, all of these stations should be short 
period in character. The station range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer 
simulations. A, Stations needed on the East Rift Zone of Kïlauea. B, Stations needed on the Southwest (SW) Rift Zone of 
Kïlauea. C, Stations needed on the summit of Mauna Loa. D, Stations needed on the Northeast (NE) Rift Zone of Mauna 
Loa. E, Stations needed on the Southwest (SW) Rift Zone of Mauna Loa. F, Stations needed on the summit of Hualälai. G, 
Stations needed on the Northeast (NE) Rift Zone of Hualälai. H, Stations needed on the South (S) Rift Zone of Hualälai. 
I, Stations needed on Mauna Kea. J, Stations needed on Haleakalä summit. K, stations needed on the East Rift Zone of 
Haleakalä. L, stations needed on the southwest (SW) Rift Zone of Haleakalä. Vertical axes indicate number of computer 
simulations; horizontal axes indicate number of stations (stas) needed.

Appendix—Histograms of NVEWS Station Requirements

Included in this section are the histograms from the 1,000 computer simulations for each NVEWS level, along with a 
simulation for the prescribed NVEWS level at each volcano (figs. 27 through 38). The procedure by which these are calculated 
is detailed in the section titled Methodology for Determining the Seismic Monitoring Gap. Statistics for the total number of 
stations, the number of short-period stations, the number of broadband stations, and the number of strong-motion stations is 
calculated independently, based on the results of each model run. That is to say the average total number of stations may not be 
exactly the sum of the average number of short-period, broadband, and strong-motion stations for a particular volcanic region.
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Figure 28. Graphs showing total number of seismic stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 3 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The station 
range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for 
explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 29. Graphs showing total number of short-period stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 3 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The station 
range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for 
explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 30. Graphs showing total number of broadband stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 3 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The station 
range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for 
explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 31. Graphs showing total number of seismic stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 4 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The station 
range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for 
explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 32. Graphs showing total number of short-period stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 4 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The station 
range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for 
explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 33. Total number of broadband stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System (NVEWS; Ewert 
and others, 2005) quality level 4 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The station range given is plus 
and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for explanation of individual 
plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 34. Graphs showing total number of strong-motion stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning 
System (NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) quality level 4 status in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The 
station range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for 
explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 35. Graphs showing total number of seismic stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) optimal quality level in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The optimal 
quality level is defined in table 2. The station range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the 
computer simulations. See figure 27 for explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 36. Graphs showing total number of short-period stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) optimal quality level in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The optimal 
quality level is defined in table 2. The station range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the 
computer simulations. See figure 27 for explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 37. Graphs showing total number of broadband stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning System 
(NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) optimal quality level in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The optimal 
quality level is defined in table 2. The station range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean of the 
computer simulations. See figure 27 for explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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Figure 38. Graphs showing total number of strong-motion stations needed to meet National Volcanic Early Warning 
System (NVEWS; Ewert and others, 2005) optimal quality level in study areas on the Islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. The 
optimal quality level is defined in table 2. The station range given is plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean 
of the computer simulations. See figure 27 for explanation of individual plots and abbreviations.
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